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Dear Sir,

I recently ran across your book "Bconomics in One
Lesson" 1...rhich l enjoyed to extent of reading through several
times, and besides keep as a standby for odd moment's reading. Too bad it could not be a required study for congressional aspirants.

It might be said "T 'was not always thus". rNhat I
mean is that for a long time prior to reading yaur book I had
deliberately tur~the leaH whenever I came to an article by
TTenry Razlitt. Pefore you consign the balance to the W.P.B.,
let me explain.
Once, in presenting your opinion that other countries
were not helping themselves enough(and you are right), you
stretched somewhat the illustration in say:lng that if you do not
have Dollars to buy yourself a car, the only possibJe reason is
that you do not work to earn them. Hence, if other countries
suffer from a shortage of Dollars, the only explanation is that
there is a lack of productive effort, although you did not go
further to mention the difficulties there might be in converting
what effort did exist into Dollars, rather than other currencies.
The fact is that an Uruguayan or Brazilian can meet very serious
difficulties in attempting to import an American refrigerator,
since there are essentials which come first when Dollars c~rculate
sluggishly, but not because he could not afford it. It could
also be mentioned that he would have little dif:iculty importing
such a unit from Europe(pPrhaps from an American branch factory)
because of constant exports in tht direction. Congressional preoccupation regarding home jobs seems so ridiculous in view of the
very large number of American well known industries which supply
export markets from Europe, employing European materials as well
as the direct labor involved.
As a buyer(including importation headaches) I have a
constant struggl~ to import essential machine spares for an American industry here. I must Prove to the government's satisfaction t~at the items cannot be obtained elsewhere by drawing or
specification. At the present moment, when I am granted the permit it merely authorizes me to deal through a bank to switch
Sterling for Dollars on the open market, which means thot Europe
feels self suffic.;ent and can peddle Dollars for Sterling and at
a nice profit. It might be of interest that the average European
gears, etc. cost more and not less.
Yet, an assistant secretary of the Treasury told a Chicago fin~cial group(sone time ago) that if they would finance
badly needed hydro-electric dams all over South America there
would not only be wonderful profits, but that the 11 earnings 11
would result in a great flow of exports, which they could supply.

Just as easy as that~ I have been away from u.s.A. and at this
River Plate crossroads of trade long enough to understand different nationalities of mentalities, and I understand why the average American does not understand things international. Our Assistant Secretary got over big because the average American cannnot
conceive of "money" that is not u.s. Dollars. •.,.Jhen I return to the
u.s. I think that surely there must be some broadening. In 1952
I met on a plane a University of Michigan senior majoring in economics who could rattle off newly coined economic terms till the
cows heaved in sight, but when I gently attempte~ to lead his
mind across thirty six inches of salj water, it simply went haywire. I reverently reverted to audience. I consider myself an
amateur international economist since 1919i when I found a treatise on the subj oct in the battalion circu ating library in
France . , but the modern vintage seems to smother logic under a
wealth .of terms which may or may not have the same meaning to all
men, even economists.
I can't understand economists seriously counting 1935
babies when there are potential customers by the billion an over
the world. What do they figure is the alternative to freer world
trade; the logical conclusion of pyramidding home trading, boasting wages and standard of living while striving "favorable" foreign trade1 Up to 5 years ago most imports here were American.
Now we can huy little but American specialties, which also are
being taken over by Europe, and JaPan.
1·l hat gets me is~~resent trend(mostly government pundits)
to the effect that i~ a given country cannot find an export which
can scale the U.S. tariff, v!e can show them th?..t we are good neighbors and partners by flooding that country 1-ri th non self-liquidating Dollar loans and investments. In the first place, investing
in an industry does not put Dollars into circulation, but on t he
contrary will in a few years constitute ~ pumping station drawing
Dollars out of that country tothe detriment of American exports.
I have just read a resumee of all foreign investmPnt in
Latin America and its ups and downs since 1914. At the moment the
U.S. has invested some ~ 6.4 Billion. If interest, dividends and
depreciation is only 10% per annum, how long before investments
will have been repatriated? And after that, the same 10% drain
will continue ad infinitum, of Dollars Made in U.S.A. These
countries will be expected, SOMEHOW, to export that value against
the Tariff before considering any imports they may ba~ly need. If
they fail to do so, it will constitute unfairness to American
capital. Recently Brazil had to repay a loan of $ 300 Mil]on. They
offered the choice of extension or the drastic curtailment of imports and dividend remittances. Above 6.4 billion is olliefly in
Venezuela, Mexico, and to a lesser extent, Brazil, Colombia,Peru
and Chile, which countries havp Dollar exports.
In the old days
foreign capital was invested with a view to supply the product
in the capital's home market.
In our neck of the woods there is
very little American capital, and in view of the fact that our only Dollar export is wool, and a little canned beef, perhaps it is
fortunate for us tha t we are not so favored. If and when the u.s.A.
becomes enlightened enough to balance its foreign trade, visible
and invisible, it will be possible to trade and invest anywhere at
all and at a nrofit. A sustained outflow of Dollars would be circulated(against reserve-hoarding by u. s . investment on the Part of
central banks) and find their level in any corner of the world. We
talk of leading the world back to multilateral trading, but we have
not got past bi-lateral thinking, and furthermore forget that it
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was we who led the world away from the multilateral, and free trade.
Living today, there are probably not more than one American in
twenty million who engaged in foreign trade prior to 1914.
In the mid thirties the United States was temporarily
without a monetary means for domestic trade. The world has been
operating with a diminishing means of paymemt for 40 years. World
production has increased 100% since 1929, while international
trade increased only 4o%, though it should be 140%.
And now may I digress and apparently make a radical change
of subject. You will remember that when Wilson ran for his second
term against Governor Hughes, the slogan was "Because he ltept us
out of War 11 , although his personal intention was exactly oPposite.
It would be very difficult for a younger person than you or I (you
are only 5 years younger) to grasp such an impossible condition,
but Woodrow Wilson never knew talkie movies, he had hardly heard
of radio, and certainly never dreamed of a president addressing
his constituents in evry corner of the nation by television. And
yet, within weeks of election he converted the United States into
a wa.,...rior nation, ~.ri th drums ru.m-tumming everywhere. How did he do
it? True, he had a Democratic Congress, and in a state of war none
would have dared oppose even for political gain. But it was an accomplishment, nevertheless.
President Eisenhower is up against a very much tougher
Proposition. He is out to get Americans to think of themselves
as inhabitants of the world ( for their OT.fN vrellbeing) without
thereby ceasing to be Americans. qe is in a ticklish position.
If he slams into it too hard he will stir up political aDposition
and a nation wide debate 1.rith all the old arguments opposed, while
the confused voter is convinned that the president is just playing politics with a subject which is bound to have two sides. To
him it will just be some Santa Claus stuff for impoverished foreigners, at the expense of the taxpayer, as usual. The opposition would play up this last to the limit. The taxpayer should
be told what foreign trade policy has done to him for 40 years,
and that freer trade means less out of his pocket and a still
higher standard of living.
As a matter of fact the President's presentation so far
sounds to me like a begging of the question; our obligation to
keep up our reputation in our relations with other countries. At
the outset he actually soft pedalled the ever expanding trade prospects for the American people which would result from a balancing
of our trade with others. He could have said that business "recessions" 1vould not occur if ve widened our market to world horizons.
But he must now wait till small beginnings prove indications of the
final desired result. It is going to be mighty slow.
It strikes me that at this stage the president could use
a helping hand from independent, unofficial, non-political economists of like mind. This is "'hat this letter has been leading up
to. You have the talking movies and T.V. to prepare short"ChalkTalk"(or charts) presntations for the taxpayer, and within weeks
you could ha.ve those job-shy congressmen eating out of the president's hands. Once the ball is rolling you would probably have
his bles5ing to the extent of his sitting with members of the cabinet on the stage behind the speaker,and perhaps do the introducing, before the close-up blots out the background, but again
co~ing in at the close.
An illustrated booklet covering each of
the series talks should be readily available everywh• re at a
low price.
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There would be no question of buying TV or movie show
time, though if to avoid commercials, or for organization expense of any kind, you would not lack support in a big way.
Henry Ford II takes long shots into the future as did the First,
and there are meny others t~at would cooperate. In the early
twenties I was a roadman for the Ford Co. in the Argentine, with
a hundred miles between dealers, sometimes, and no roads, much
less highways. Our work seemed hopeless at the time, but now I
van see that it has paid off. Here in Uruguay, at least Ford
units keep a coming - mostly from Europe, of course.
I believe you would have plenty of backing, as I believe
that for yourself you would not want to be paid for the fun you
get out of it. A~ an afterthought, it would be a good psychologiaal move to invite the public to chip in $1 for the cause.
You would be doing the nation an unending and growing
service, beside which the services of a field marshall would be
insignificant. It would do more to disorganize commmnism than a
genetation of rearmament. Nothing scares them as much as a prospect
of world prosperity, in which atmosphere they cannot prQPer. If we
can get back to multilateral trading, communism will wither.
I am not going to suggest the subject matters of such
a series of talks. Your imagination can fill that in. The cooperation of sales, advertiSing and psychology experts would be better than outside ideas on economics. Your book sets out basic
fundamentals in simple language, and your "Robinscbn Crusoe" illustrations would be in order.
To illustrate carrying things to the logical conclusion
I use a Swiss Family Robinson story that has not been answered to
date although several have promised me an answer when they have
thouglt' it up •
It goes about like this: Once upon a time there was
a large island with the population arranged in large family groups.
For many generations they lived amicably together exchanging with
one another food, manufactured articles or services, each family
group engaging in such specialties as raw materials or conditions
favored. Some with little land for the feeding of the family
group would engage in mining, manufacture or transportation services, to pay for the additional food or raw material required.
The fixed amount of circulating currency was ample.
Then came a terrible calamity w~ich destroyed a large
amount of operating equipment and greatly disorganized the interchange. There was one very large family group which was comparatively lightly affected, with the result that it was able to take
over most of the manufacturing for others as well as themselves,
and took over considerable of the transportation besides. At this
time this Jonathan family group conceived the idea that there was
hardly any point in trading unless it be at a profit, which they
understood to mean selling always a bit more than you buy. However,
as the islanders recovered things began to return to normal, and
the new policy of the Jonathans was not greatly noticed. But when
the others began to offer members of the Jonathan group goods and
services that were better of lower priced it brought about in
1930 a new and still tougher measure. All members of the Jonathan
family group were informed that if they persisted in preferring
goods from outside a heavy fine would be imposed, to be paid in to
the family treasury. They eo!iliJ continued to sell at a profit
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and were prosperous. The other island family groups made every
effort to prevent their people buying outside, and institut~d
financial e&change contr~besides. Circulating currency became
scarce because the Jonathans would take net money earnings and
tamp it down at the bottom of a six incch hole drilled 500 feet
deep to prevent any of the family group spending it, aljhough it
was their property because earned by their labor. It earned no
interest an~ was not even available to pay debts owed to members
of their own family group. With the shortage of currency, bartering was instituted on the island, but interchange did not prosper.
Then came a second and greater calamity, and again the
Jonataans took over manufacturing and transportation, since again
they had not greatly suffered. vlhen reconstruction came the Jonathans went all out to be helpful, furnishing food, supplies and
operating equipment free of charge. In the matter of transportation eq~ipment for such as so specialized, however, it was in no way
available unless money could be found for outright purchase. It
was used as grain storage units, while very scarce materials were
taken up by the ne~bors to replace the destruction of their own
transportation equipment. Otherwise the Jonathans were very liberal; especially liberal in offering in offering huge credits, loans
and direct investment in the various activities of the other f~mi
ly groups. It was always ubnderstood 7 however, that interest 1 dividends and repayments ~ere to be strictly in the ever diminishing
spot cash, since the Jonathans felt that accepting non essential
goods would not be in line with their established policy. Strange
to say, the Jonathans could not understand why their liberality
failed to buy sincere friendships. Many of the neighbors accepted loans in the hope of eventual writing off.
Then, there came indications that there might come a
third general ca lamity, and that this tmme the Jonathans would
suffer as much or more. All the others were still struggling under very unfavorable conditions to regain their footing economically. Yet the Jonathans, who had appointed themselves the unquestionable leader of the island, called on all and sundry to defer improving on the austerity they were still suffering to contribute the greater part of their effort, in a joint undertaking, to
prepare tp counteract the impending danger to all. Since the Jonathans made the greate~contribution by far, and in recognition
of assistance received, some of the neihbors did their utmost
short of neglecting subsistence.
In spite of this added burden, the ne~ors steadily improved their position, and once more the 1930 atmosphere presented
itself, with the neighbors once more off~ring bargains to members
of the Jonathan family group. But this time the situation called
for study. The constant falli~off of sales to the neighbors
caused the Jonathans to give thought to the true value of their
policy of trading at a profit. The family group split into twoaa~ps
g3!""1%! on the subject, but the force of economic facts could not De.
disposed of other than by instituting a very gradual easing of exclusion rulings, with a view to evehtually returning to balancing
of trade. This was as much as those in favor could obtain, though
they would have preferred that it be rapid enough to qu~kly restore to the islan~ a sustained full activity that would~~sperity
and neigborliness to all.
This letter goes to you for what it might be worth. Does
the Jonathan picture serve to indicate what the logical conclusion
would be of continued net "profit" trading? Yo~~ld paint an
improvement.
Yours very truly,
_),QA

